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Space Observed!

  Single train on one track!

  Variety of users!

  Train usage varies hourly/daily!



Problems Identified!

  Uneven distribution of passengers 
across subway cars!

  Inability to determine environment 
within car upon entrance!



Problems Identified!

  Different users have 
different needs and 
their needs may 
change based on a 
number of outside 
factors!

  Userʼs choice of car 
could highly affect 
their ride!



Project Description!

A notification system for subway car 
activity that is two-fold: !

  Conveys the information shadow of 
the forthcoming subway cars when the 
train is not in the station !

  Displays the amount of activity within 
each car when the train is arriving!



Objectives!

  To alter the ways in which we 
currently utilize the subway!

  To allow subway users to make more 
educated decisions about which car 
ride and ultimately have a more 
enjoyable ride!



Process!

Week 1:!
Visualizing mood 
of station!

Week 2:!
Information 
exchange within 
station!

Week 3:!
Displaying train 
car activity!



Process!

Issues encountered: !

  No clearly defined problem set!

  Interactions felt forced!

  Outputs were not compelling enough!



Implementation!

A series of lighted notification systems on a 
train carʼs exterior convey the relative activity 
within the car!

The color of the lights corresponds to the 
activity within and the brightness corresponds 
to the level of activity!



Implementation!

A series of similar lighted notification systems 
display the information shadow of the train car!

The history lights display a historical average 
activity of the trainʼs lights on a given day and time!



Implementation!

Better distribution of passengers 
means thereʼs less need to game 
the system.!



Implementation!

Better distribution of passengers 
means thereʼs less need to game 
the system.!



User Scenario: Jen!

“Oh crap I forgot to 
write this email last 
night to my boss.” !



User Scenario: Jen!

“I hope I can get on a 
subway car that isnʼt 
noisy or crowded, I 
need to concentrate 
this morning.” !



User Scenario: Jen!

“Oh, that bar over there 
has a bluer color and 
its bright, that means 
that Iʼll be able to get 
some work done.” !



User Scenario: Mark!

“Oh, man I was at 
school crazy late! I 
hope the subway isnʼt 
too creepy.”!



User Scenario: Mark!

“Uh oh, thereʼs not too 
many people on the 
platform and I donʼt 
feel very safe when Iʼm 
alone on the subway.”!



User Scenario: Mark!

“But then again, I 
really donʼt want to be 
around a ton of 
crazies, Iʼm pretty 
beat.”!



User Scenario: Mark!

“I think that dim blue 
light means that a car 
might have a lot of 
people on it who 
arenʼt very active. ”!



System Diagram!

Microphone & 
Motion Sensors 
Inside Train Car!

LEDs on 
Outside of Car!

LEDs on Wall of 
Station!



Prototyping!



Y! O UThank!


